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1.1 Foreword by John Manners-Bell
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The themes adopted for this year’s Global Contract Logistics

report may at first sight seem diverse and eclectic: innovation,

technology, risk, sustainability and ethics. However, together with

price, availability and service, each one of these value features

has now become fundamental to competitive advantage in the

modern supply chain and logistics industry.

These factors now form a complex matrix of values which

managers need to take into account when making informed

decisions on their production and logistics options.

The industry has moved on considerably over the past decade.

The ability to demand – or provide – low-cost and efficient services

is no longer sufficient to meet the requirements of customers,

consumers or indeed other stakeholders – such as regulatory

authorities, non-governmental organisations or even media.

Although the days when decisions were made solely on price and

service are far from over, there is evidence that at a ‘blue chip’

corporate level at least, other value dimensions (such as ethics,

sustainability or risk) have now become front and centre in the

outsourced decision-making process.

In terms of value creation, it would also be a mistake to view each

of these factors in isolation. Best practice in the supply chain

industry requires the development of a holistic management

approach which goes to the very core of corporate strategy. For

example, an approach which ensures that suppliers comply with

ethical labour and environmental policies requires the technology

to provide the requisite visibility of supplier practice. This indirectly

provides managers with the capabilities to make decisions to

mitigate all types of supply chain risk, which consequently has a

beneficial impact on the bottom-line. At the same time as this, the

company creates a positive culture which can improve employee

morale and motivation.

It would be a mistake to see these additional value features as

either separate from the business of making profits, or, as many in

the industry still do, a ‘necessary evil’ which ultimately provides

some sort of marketing benefit but at a cost to efficiency. As this

report deals with in some detail, those companies which embrace

sustainable environmental practices and ethical behaviour are the

ones which will ultimately create the most value. Although there

may be short-term costs associated with implementing best

practice, for example in green warehousing or by refusing to pay

bribes in emerging markets, such an approach will deliver longer-

term profitability, not least due to enhanced reputations and the

creation of a strong management and employee ethos.

The so-called ‘triple advantage’ of bottom line benefits created

through the strategy of ‘people, planet and profits’ is underpinned

by innovation and technology. New business models have the

potential to reduce levels of inefficiency in the industry, reducing

costs, both financial and environmental.

The logistics industry has been pilloried over the years by many

manufacturers and retailers for its lack of innovation. Now is the

opportunity for logistics companies to show they are not only

responsive to developments in the market, but actually driving

many of these changes.



1.2 Key findings
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• Globalisation of supply chains, the growth of e-commerce

and technological innovations have changed the structure of

the contract logistics market. To remain competitive in the

evolving market logistics providers are exploiting innovations

and technologies to streamline their operations

• Existing IT structures are not the best foundation for

addressing future needs of logistics providers. Transition

from legacy systems will require a huge amount of

investment and, in some cases, could realistically expect to

cost millions of dollars, much or which may never be

recovered

• The success of logistics providers relies heavily on the level

of visibility they have within their own supply chains, from

procurement all the way through to final delivery

• Economic, environmental and societal issues are interwoven

in deeply dependent relationships. To ensure a long-term,

sustainable future for global supply chains, companies must

build collaborative, multi-stakeholder approaches to creating

value which don’t impact on the environment or have a

negative impact on people’s wellbeing

• One of the biggest challenges that the global logistics

industry faces over the next few years is from environmental

legislation, as governments and consumers show an

increasing interest in the level of 'food miles‘

• The consumer/retail sector dominates contract logistics. Ti

estimates that it accounted for around half of global revenues

in 2015. The automotive, healthcare/pharmaceutical,

technology/telecoms and other industry sectors all account

for approximately 10% of the market

• Overall, 2015 was a year where there was not a great deal of

change in developed contract logistics markets. What the

world really noticed was the weakness in certain emerging

markets, be it China’s slowdown, recessions in Russia and

Brazil, and a general downgrade of growth in anywhere

dependent on oil or other commodities

• 2015 was a relatively good year for contract logistics

operators, although the short- to medium-term prospects of

low single-digit growth in revenues across the industry may

encourage further consolidation

• Given trends in several end markets, we continue to expect a

highly competitive landscape characterised by organic

growth in revenues on a constant currency basis. However,

as revenues rise, operating costs and investments might

have to grow accordingly to preserve competitiveness – and

very possibly at a steeper rate than sales, putting more

pressure on core operating margins

• Industry consolidation was a driver of change in 2015. Six of

the companies profiled have been involved in M&A activity

recently, with a low-growth global economy and cheap debt

incentivising takeovers to gain scale and new customer

accounts. There are a few bright spots in the market

nonetheless, with the majority of companies looking into

either e-commerce or overseas expansion, in recognition of

the changing patterns of global trade and consumer

preferences.



2.1 Contract logistics introduction
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The outsourcing of transport and logistics operations (most

commonly warehousing and distribution) by any company to a

dedicated third-party logistics provider (3PL) is what is known as

contract logistics.

Companies outsource transport and logistics operations because it

is more expensive for them to operate their own fleet of trucks and

their own warehouses. Instead, it is cheaper to hand over this

responsibility to a dedicated logistics provider. It also allows

companies to focus on their ‘core business’. For example, in

January 2016, GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) contracted Kuehne + Nagel

to provide end-to-end global logistics services which included

transporting products from raw materials suppliers to trade

customers, allowing GSK to concentrate on researching and

developing healthcare products, rather than worrying about

managing a fleet of trucks. On the other hand, some companies

prefer to keep as many aspects of their operations as possible ‘in-

house’ so that they can manage exactly what is going on

themselves.

It is worth noting that outsourcing occurs much more in some

countries than others. The so-called ‘penetration rate’ (the level of

contract logistics undertaken by logistics providers as a proportion

of overall spend) varies from around 40% in the UK to less than

10% in the Asia Pacific region. In Asia Pacific and China in

particular, there is a lack of qualified local logistics providers which

has hindered the growth of the sector.

Examples of major contracts in early 2016

Client Company Year Duration Sector Country Region Description

Aldi
XPO Logistics 

Europe
2016

Consumer/ 

Retail
UK

Western 

Europe

In March 2016 supermarket chain Aldi awarded XPO 

Logistics a multi-million pound contract to wash and repair 

reusable transit packaging from its UK stores.

Lufthansa Global 

Business Services

DHL Supply 

Chain
2016 5 years

Fashion/ 

Textiles
Germany

Western 

Europe

DHL Supply Chain was awarded the contract for 

Lufthansa Group's global work apparel logistics. 

GlaxoSmithKline Kuehne + Nagel 2016 5 years
Healthcare/ 

Pharmaceutical
Global

In January 2016 Kuehne + Nagel won a five-year contract 

with GSK to provide end-to-end global logistics services 

including the core business of transporting products from 

raw material suppliers to trade customers.

LG Electronics Inc FM Logistic 2016 High Tech Brazil
South 

America

LG Group awarded a contract to FM Logistic for the 

management of all deliveries in northern Brazil. The 

agreement between the companies relates to the 

distribution of household appliances to 20 logistics 

platforms belonging to international and domestic retailers.

Source: Ti database of Major Contracts
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5.1 Contract logistics market analysis by vertical sector overview
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